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In the Skies and Cities 

Land transportation 
systems

Trains, airplanes and other means of travel are indispensable for connecting people and places each day. 
As our daily lives grow increasingly complex, MHI Group products satisfy diverse transportation 
infrastructure needs. The MRJ (Mitsubishi Regional Jet), the first new commercial passenger jetliner designed 
and produced in Japan in 50 years, and new urban and interurban transportation systems have 
emerged as a boon for the modern era. MHI’s technological prowess, concern for passenger 
welfare and environmental quality, and passion for innovation permeate these products.
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The first fully assembled MRJ had its rollout on October 18, 2014. Interest in a next-generation regional jet aircraft 
that will offer exceptional environmental performance, operational efficiency and passenger cabin comfort is 
especially keen. 

The MRJ comprises about a million components — around 30 times 
as many as used in a passenger vehicle. Talent for organization and 
technological acumen based on decades of experience successfully 
came to fruition in this project.

Crystallization of technology 
and leadership

The slim seat affords ample width and head and foot clearance. 
There is plenty of storage capacity, too. The MRJ meets the latest 
noise regulations and emission requirements. Lower fuel consumption 
translates to marked operational ef�ciency.

Unmatched attention 
to the environment, passengers
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Nose section

Beautiful as 

a Japanese swordBeautiful as 

a Japanese sword

New winglet design

PICK UP!

Half a century 
after the YS-11,

new airliner 
design 

from Japan!

  �e excellence of Japanese aerospace technology is widely 
recognized, yet original airliner development has taken a back seat 
since the YS-11 turboprop airliner �ew for the �rst time in 1962. A 
revival of the Japanese commercial aviation industry has long been 
the dream of many. �e 50-year wait is over. With the Mitsubishi 
Aircra� Corporation’s MRJ project, the enduring dream comes 
true. �e MHI Group has established a dominant presence in the 
aerospace industry, and the new regional jet represents the 
crystallization of its technological know-how and leadership. �e 
MRJ applies cutting-edge aerodynamics, Pratt & Whitney’s 
revolutionary PurePower® PW1200G engine (see page 10) and 
other features to cut fuel consumption by more than 20 percent 

over current designs. While lower operating costs boost airline 
competitiveness and pro�tability, the MRJ also stresses con-
venience by expanding routes. In addition, better fuel e�ciency 
mitigates environmental factors. And the MRJ seeks, through its 
welcoming cabin arrangement, wide aisle, and comfortable seats, 
to reverse the common conception that equates smaller jets with 
passenger discomfort. 
  �e MRJ — proudly “Made in Japan” — exudes both aesthetic 
and functional beauty, holding the essence of MHI’s passion, 
earnestness and strength in organizing participating global 
companies and technologies for the bene�t of passengers and 
customers.

Next chapter in Japanese 
aviation history being written

With a maximum range of around 
3,300 km, the MRJ can �y from 
Tokyo directly to Shanghai or 
Guam. It can cover almost all of 
North America with Denver at the 
center. The range capability is 
expected to expand the number 
of direct �ights connecting local 
airports. 

Expanding regional 
airline networks for 
smooth air travel 
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Fr iend l iness

The elongated sharp nose gets its inspiration from the Japanese 
sword. The fuselage embodies functionally superior elegance. The 
newest aerodynamic design allows for a small outside diameter and 
reduces air resistance. 

Carefully calculated functional form
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Maximum range of 
about 3,300 km

This angle reduces 

resistance.This angle reduces 

resistance.

The MRJ will be available in two versions depending on passenger numbers.*

View video
clips on
MHI’s website

View video
clips on
MHI’s website

The MRJ introduces new values in global air travel

Where expertise transforms 
the dream into reality
Where expertise transforms 
the dream into reality
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Interior and exterior design emphasizes ride comfort. 
Nothing in the vehicle obstructs passenger movement.  
Seats restfully hold travelers of all ages. Vibration is 
greatly reduced. The lightweight cars also bring 
economic and environmental bene�ts.

Designed for easy boarding

Streng th

Contributing to global transportation system marketsContributing to global transportation system markets

Making the world’s cities prosperous 
and comfortable
Making the world’s cities prosperous 
and comfortable

Countries around the world face serious transportation problems as urban populations swell. 
MHI is installing urban transportation infrastructures to tackle these issues. 
In 2014, the company launched the MIHARA Test Center, Japan’s first comprehensive test facility for railway 
transportation systems. As a result, the pace of development of systems including vehicles, 
tracks and signals has gathered speed.
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MHI is installing urban transportation infrastructures to tackle these issues. 
In 2014, the company launched the MIHARA Test Center, Japan’s first comprehensive test facility for railway 
transportation systems. As a result, the pace of development of systems including vehicles, 
tracks and signals has gathered speed.

MIHARA Test Center

Inaugurated on October 2, 2014, at the Wadaoki Plant of MHI’s 
Mihara Machinery Works in Hiroshima Prefecture, the test site will 
open new avenues in the competitive global transportation market. This facility features test lines for the 

automated guideway transit (AGT) 
system and other types of railway 
systems.

Gradeability tests can be conducted 
here.

Japan’s only circular railway 
test track compatible with 

European standards National Route 185National Route 185National Route 185National Route 185
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The MIHARA Test Center will 
accelerate development of 
safe and reliable transportation 
infrastructures for export. 

Key to the global
competitive edge

Beaut yBeaut y
Futuristic form heralds arrival of the next generation. 
Functional beauty in the front shape of the vehicle lessens 
air resistance while maintaining transportation capacity.

Futuristic design born of functionality

MHI has assumed a top-class 
position in the global market for AGT 
systems, with installations in North 
America, Asia and the Middle East.

Urbanismo-22 (high-speed model)

Urbanismo-18
Yurikamome

Macao LRT

Urbanismo-22
 (standard model)

Urbanismo-22
 (standard model)

Miami International Airport

Crystal Mover

Enhanced 
ride comfort

& stylish
design

There are two different iterations: Urbanismo for urban services and Crystal Mover for airport services.*

*

AGT system developed by MHI

Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation has signed contracts with both domestic and overseas airlines to supply the 
MRJ, with plans to deliver the first plane in 2017. Meanwhile, at the MIHARA Test Center, MHI is further 
advancing technological developments by upgrading the center’s facilities for AGT systems. When it comes to 
air and ground travel, MHI transportation infrastructure will play an active part in seeing the dream realized.

MHI revolutionizes transportation infrastructure throughout the world

forefront of AGT systems that include driverless and 
fully automated transit vehicles that run on rubber tires 
on a dedicated line. �is system boasts �exibility in 
route planning, reduced noise, and low construction and 
operating costs. Numerous cities and airports already 
have introduced the system. AGT system vehicles, newly 
developed in 2014, now o�er speed comparable to railway 
vehicles. To devise an optimum solution, MHI is devel-
oping simulation technology that will gauge the impact of 
implementing its land transportation systems.
 �e hallmarks of the transportation systems that MHI 
undertakes include systems with high reliability that 
are veri�ed by MIHARA Test Center, independently 
developed vehicles that are friendly to passengers and 
environment, and futuristic design born of functionality.

 Emerging countries must cope with tra�c congestion 
and environmental degradation that accompany 
rapid urbanization. �e pressing need for progressive 
transportation infrastructures is matched by the imper-
ative for top-notch environmental performance in 
land transportation systems. In order to broaden the 
market for Japanese land transportation systems, MHI 
opened the MIHARA Test Center at the Wadaoki Plant 
of the company’s Mihara Machinery Works. �e test 
center, designed to international standards, will be 
accessible to other companies as well. Making use of 
this test center to demonstrate compliance with inter-
national standards and safety requirements is expected to 
strengthen the competitiveness of t he Japanese 
transportation industry on a global scale. MHI is at the 

New answers to challenges 
in urban transportation
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  How can a large airplane �y? The secret 
is lift — the force that holds the craft in 
the air using pressure difference. As the 
engines power the plane forward, the air 
�owing over it is divided between the 
wings. The speed is different on the 
upper and lower sides of the wing, which 
generates pressure difference. This 
pressure difference is the force that lifts 
the wing.
  The MRJ’s wings and fuselage bring to 
bear the most advanced aerodynamics. 
Minimizing air resistance and cleverly 
controlling the air�ow, the MRJ’s wing 
design enables ef�cient �ight.

Why an airplane flies

  MHI conducts design and manufacture of the most 
suitable transportat ion system to resolve urban 
transportation issues. The TOD (transit oriented 
development) simulator is one of our tools to optimize our 
solutions. The simulator evaluates the effects and bene�ts 
of introducing a new transportation system. One of our 
new solut ions for urban transportat ion is MHI’s 
high-speed AGT system, which debuted in 2014. The 
maximum speed is 120 km/h, therefore the high-speed 
AGT system can be applied not only for urban solutions 
but also interurban solutions. Linking cities and suburbs 
smoothly improves the convenience and livability of cities 
around the world. 
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Noise comparison with current regional jets

Traffic capacity and speed of land transportation systems

High power, lower noise

MHI’s transportation solutions
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Railway system

AGT system 
(in Japan)

LRT
LRT (light rail transit) are 
eco-friendly systems, such 
as tram systems.

ETC
MHI has developed ERP 
(electronic road pricing) for 
the Singapore Road Pricing 
scheme and ETC (electronic 
toll collection) systems in 
Japan and overseas projects 
for traf�c demand manage-
ment.

AGT systems
AGT systems are eco and 
urban-friendly dedicated 
guideway transportation 
systems. Unmanned opera-
tion is also available. This 
system is also introduced 
for passenger transportation 
at airports.

Lift

Wing

Lift

Air

Airflow slow (pressure high)

Airflow fast (pressure low)

MRJ90

Current regional jets

Reduced 
noise around 

airport

MHI proposes optimum combinations 

of land transportation systems based 

on traffic and economy.

Railways
Large-scale urban transpor-
tation systems on steel rails. 
MHI undertook the Taiwan 
High-Speed Rail System 
and Dubai Metro Rail Transit 
System projects. 

Distance after 
brake release

MRJ (Mitsubishi Regional Jet)

Technology kind to humans 
and the Earth
Sustainability demands traffic infrastructures that focus on the health of the planet, 
as well as the convenience of passengers. The MRJ and MHI’s AGT systems are 
loaded with devices that address human comfort and environmental protection. 

Land transportation systems

Distance 
from centerline

  Another standout feature of the MRJ is the 
innovative Geared TurbofanTM (GTF) aero engine. 
An engine generates more power by running fast, 
but this also produces louder noise. An engine 
with GTF technology generates high power at 
s lower speed and lower noise.  The noise 
reduction is quite noticeable at or near an airport. 
Consider the noise at the 70 dBA level (a standard 
value adjusted to human auditory response to 
sound). Current regional jets reach this decibel 
level a distance of around 9 km away after brake 
release (the point at which the plane starts to 
accelerate for takeoff). By contrast, the noisiest 
element of the MRJ’s �ight occurs at about 6 km, 
closer to airport property and farther from abutting 
neighbors. The smaller noise footprint gives the 
MRJ a distinct advantage at environmentally 
restricted airports. Since the MRJ will be able to 
depart from airports nearer to city centers, 
passengers will require less time to arrive at the 
airport by ground transportation.

Capable of high-
efficiency flight 
thanks to its 
aerodynamic design

Provision of optimum 
transportation system 

AGT system
(overseas)

High-speed AGT sys-
tem is comparable to 
railway system in terms 
of speed.

High-speed 
AGT system
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